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PREMIERE CLASSE - The Leading International Accessory Trade Show
From Sept 2 to 5, at PORTE DE VERSAILLES

PARIS, 05.09.2016, 15:44 Time

USPA NEWS - Renowned for its high-quality selection, the trade show PREMIERE CLASSE presents for this Edition (2 to 5
September 2016) high-end jewellery, footwear, leather goods and many accessory designers and labels that are specifically chosen
for their creativity, originality and style. 
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For 25 years PREMIER CLASSE Trade Show has been showcasing accessory trends by exhibiting well-known brands as well as
emerging designers. High quality and specialist collections, with a variety of designs ranging from jewellery to leather goods : Over
250 jewellery, 200 footwear, 200 leather goods and 150 multi-accessory brands. Can be seen this year : watches, socks, glasses...

Brands, buyers, journalists and trendsetters hailing from over 100 different countries come together to discover and set each season's
trends during 4 days of meetings, activities and parties. PREMIERE CLASSE takes place in conjunction with WHO'S NEXT the
Leading Fashion Trade Show, the Event welcoming 50,000 visitors through its doors at the Porte de Versailles Exhibition Centre in
Paris. WHO's NEXT Ready-to-wear brands are divided into 5 areas : Fame, Private, Trendy, Urban and Studio. 

FROM is a selection of accessories with roots here or elsewhere. This year, Indian craftsmanship takes center stage with 50
craftsmen, weavers and creators presenting their high-talen, high-color products.

Source : Premiere Classe - The unmissable meeting place for international fashion designers and buyers.
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